“POLYNOVE POLE”band Hospitality Rider
Please note that all requirements listed on our hospitality rider must be fully
understood and adhered to. If certain conditions can not be provided please
inform the band participants in advance by the contact numbers listed at the
end of the rider.
! In case of gross violations of the terms of this rider, the band reserves the
right to refuse from performance.
Date and Venue of Concerts:
The band's participation in a concert or festival is appointed and approved no
later than a month before the date of the event. If the date or venue of the
concert changes for any reason, please refer to the band contacts as soon as
possible.
Number of Participants:
The band consists of 5 musicians and may bring between 1 and 3 support staff
members (stage technician, sound engineer, photographer or videographer).
Transportation:
The band’s departure to the city where the performance takes place is
discussed in advance according to the conditions of the event. Depending on
means of transport, please note the following:
 If travelling by train, reserve seats in sleeping compartments (coupe);
 If travelling by bus, provide comfortable seats in luxury-class coaches
(Neoplan or similar);
 If travelling by car, rent a roomy one or a van (for short distances in Lviv or
neighboring regions). Also the band may use its own car in case of
reimbursement the amount of fuel per km.
Please inquire all the details concerning the time of arrival and departure of
the band, tickets and travel charges in both directions separately by phone in
agreement order.
Accommodations:
When lodging, we ask that you provide a hotel or leased apartment with
sleeping places according to rooming list of musicians and support staff. Rooms
must have a kitchen and a bathroom with shower.
Please provide catering according to the festival efforts.

Dressing Room:
To prepare for the performance as well as to store instruments and personal
valuables, a separate lockable dressing room of not less than 20m2, equipped
with a mirror, plug-sockets, a table, drinking water would be appreciated. The
dressing room can only be used by the band and his crew.
In the absence of a dressing room, preparation for a performance is impossible.
Soundcheck:
On the day of the band arrival to the concert venue, it is necessary to notify the
exact time of the soundcheck start. If soundcheck execution time is changing or
delayed for any reason, please inform the band the sooner the better by the
contact numbers listed at the end of the rider.
Soundcheck timing is at least 45 minutes, preferably 1 hour.
During soundcheck the presence of a qualified technical staff on stage and
behind the sound control panel is a mandatory.
If the soundcheck is impossible to hold, or it lasts substantially less the
required time, the band reserves the right to refuse from performance.
Performance:
The accurate call time to the stage, as well as the names of the bands that
perform before and after "The Wormwood Field", the band ask to inform
immediately upon arrival to the concert venue.
The performance timing and the number of songs complied is discussed and
approved during the initial agreement on the participation of the band in the
event.

Contacts:
+38 (095) 360-98-64
+38 (063) 783-74-31
+38 (099) 404-43-46
+38 (068) 500-68-16

- Andriy ( bass guitar )
- Serhiy ( drums )
- Andriy ( keyboards )
- Yura ( guitar )

